Abstract. Back Surface Field (BSF) has been used as one of means to enhance solar cell performance by reducing surface recombination velocity (SRV). One of methods to produce BSF is by introducing highly doped layer on rear surface of the wafer. Depending on the type of the dopant in wafer, the BSF layer could be either p+ or n+. This research aims to compare the performance of BSF layer both in p-type and n-type wafer in order to understand the effect of BSF on both wafer types. -3 .. This result confirms that surface recombination velocity has been reduced due to the increase in cell's short circuit current density and its efficiency. In general both p-type and n-type wafer will produce higher efficiency when BSF is applied. However, the increase is larger in p-type wafer than in n-type wafer. Better performance for solar cell is achieved when BSF concentration is slightly higher that bulk doping level because at very high BSF concentration the cell's efficiency will be decreased.
Introduction
Solar cell has grown thinner in past decade due to the desire to reduce material cost. A lot of research has been performed in order to find ways of reducing cell's thickness without sacrificing its efficiency. Current solar cell that widely produced has P-type based monocrystalline wafer and it shows an increase in its effciency. However when the wafer become thinner, effect such as surface recombination will become dominant, hence a way to limit or reduce this effect should be applied. One the method to limit backsurface recombination in a P-type wafer is by applying aluminium layer upon the rear surface of the cell. This layer will function as internal electric field generator that will repel photogenerated minority carrier near the rear surface, and therefore will reduce back surface recombination velocity. The effectiveness of aluminium layer as back surface field generator will depend on Al concentration. However this concentration will be limited to its maximum solid solubility in Si, which is around 1018 cm-3 at the standard firing temperature of around 750oC [1] .
On the other hand, N-type silicon wafer exhibits several advantages compared to the P-type wafer. Some of the advantages of N-type solar cells are : no formation of boron-oxygen complexes that will produce degradation in wafer, high tolerance for common impurities, having longer diffusion length at similar doping level with the other dopantts, lower doping level is needed to produce same value of conductivity on the nn+ junction formation [2] .
Theory
Minority carrier recombination is one of mechanism that reduce quantum efficiency as well as power efficiency [3] . Back Surface Field formation on the rear surface of the cell in the form of p + layer upon P-type wafer has shown the ability to increase cell's efficency 2.5% from its original value when p + layer thickness is around 20µm and doping concentration is 10 19 cm -3 [4] . Another type of BSF is using n + layer upon N-type wafer. When n + layer thickness is around 2µm and its peak doping level is around 4.16×10 19 cm -3 th e maximum efficiency that can be reached is around 19.98% [5] .
BSF formation on dendritic web silicon wafer also produced an increase on efficiency. Effciency as high as 17.3% could be achieved when BSF with n+ type layer E3S Web of Conferences 43, 01006 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/e3sconf/20184301006 ASTECHNOVA 2017 with peak doping level of 3×10 20 cm -3 and thickness of 0.7 µm is applied on the solar cell [6] .
Solar cell with PERT and PERL structure also get benefit when BSF is applied. When peak doping level in n+ layer is 5×10 18 cm -3 and its thickess is 1.5 µm, the efficiency could reach 22.7% [7] .
In a solar cell when minority carrier generation dominated the process, then the open circuit voltage, V OC could be given as
From Eq. 1, it can be seen that V OC is limited by dark saturation current I 0 , that is produced within base layer (I 0b ) and within emitter layer (I 0e ). For saturation base current I ob , its value will depend on bulk recombination and also BSF saturation current. The value of these variables could be gotten from measurement of bulk life time and Back Surface Recombination Velocity (BSRV). The I ob then could be calculated according the equation
where I obL is ideal base saturation current, L B is minority carrier diffusion length and base, W B is base width and Ior is saturated current at rear surface [8] .
On the other hand the BSRV at BSF layer when structure such as n-p-p + is used could be estimated by 
where N A and N A + is dopant concentration in wafer and BSF layer, respectively, ∆V G + is bandgap narrowing due to heavy dopantt concentration in BSF layer, S 0 is surface recombination velocity without BSF layer, D e + /L e + is the electron (minority carrier) diffusivity to diffusion length ratio in BSF layer, and W + is BSF thickness [1] .
Methodology
Solar cell that was under consideration has properties as show in the Table 1 . Solar cell performance is simulated under Standard Testing Condition i.e. in ambient temperature of 25 o C and AM1.5G spectrum with intensity of 1000 W/m 2 . Simulation was performed to extract variable such as open circuit voltage (VOC), short circuit current density (JSC), efficiency (η), and fill factor (FF) as a measure solar cell performance. All of these variables are examines both for P-type wafer and N-type wafer in order to find the effect of different type of wafer against their performance. All data were generated using PC1D v.5.9. When peak doping level of BSF layer is increased, it will increase VOC value. This happened when doping level on BSF layer is increase up to 2.11×10 19 cm -3 both for p + and n + as BSF layers. After the concnetration on BSF layer higher than 2.64×10 19 cm -3 , it show small decrease on VOC. This result could be shown on the Fig. 1 . Another solar cell with wafer thickness of 300 mm that has bulk lifetime of 200 µs and wafer resistivity of 1.3 Ω-cm show the same result. It produces VOC above 660 mV, short circuit current density of 37 mA/ cm 2 , and Ioe and Ior of 8×10 -14 cm -3 and 3×10 -13 cm -3 , respectively [9] . The majority factor is due to bulk minority carrier lifetime. The higher bulk minority carrier lifetime, the higher the VOC will be. Higher minority carrier lifetime could be achieved when BSF layer is applied to reduce Back Surface Recombination Velocity (BSRV). However, at certain point, the VOC will saturate at a high value. In this case, the saturation value for VOC is around 698 mV for P-type wafer and 702 mV for N-type wafer and these condition were reached at BSF doping level of 2.64×10 19 cm -3 . 
Effect of peak doping level of BSF (N BSF ) on short circuit current (I SC )
It has already been confirmed by many researches that BSF layer will increase short circuit current within solar cells. This effect due to the generation of electric field on the rear surface of the cell. The electric field will help minority carriers that have been generated near the rear surface to escape from recombination process because the electric field will swap the monority carries away from the rear surface of the cell. This mecahnism will enhance carriers collection probability that is produced from long range wavelength because this type of wavelength will tends to be absorbed at the rear side of the cell. However, BSF usage has limitation when it produces opposite effect. Figure 2 shows that when BSF doping concentration increase there is a tendency that the short circuit current will also decrease. Highest short circuit current is achieved when BSF layer has value of 1×10 17 cm -3 . Once this value is increased, the ISC will begin to reduce. Reduction of ISC when dopant concentration on BSF layer increases is attributed to Auger recombination that begin to dominate on higher doping level. From Figure 2 it could be seen that the value of ISC for P-type wafer is higher than Ntype wafer. This situation happened because electron as minority carrier in P-type wafer has higher mobility than hole as minority carrier in N-type wafer. The higher carrier mobility will increase the collection probability within the cell, and as the result, it will increase short current.
Effect of peak doping level of BSF (N BSF ) on Efficiency
Efficiency of solar cell measures the effectiveness of the cell to convert photon energy into electricity. The maximum electric power that is generated within the cell will be proportional to its efficiency. This electric power will be greatly affected by its current insofar as the voltage does not change during the operation. This situation is applied when Fig. 1 is considered. Figure 1 shows that VOC does not change much when BSF doping concentration increased. However, the ISC decreased when BSF doping concentration increased as shown in Fig. 2 . This situation will produce efficiency curve against BSF doping concentration that is given in Fig. 3 . In Figure 3 , it can be seen that efficiency will decrease when BSF doping concentration increase. The pattern on the curve is similar with curve in Fig. 2 so it can be concluded that in this situation short circuit current will dominate the efficiency. Besteffciency for both tipe of solar cell were produced at BSF doping level of 1×10 17 cm -3 . At this level, BSF concentration will high enough to produce electric field while keeping the Auger recombinaation as lower as possible. Increasing the BSF concentration above this level will reduce efficiency because Auger recombination on the back surface will begin to dominate the process. Some researches [9, 10] show that Fill Factor (FF) will be affected by shunt resistance, series resistance, and ideality factor of the diode. All of these factor could be extracted into single factor, that is VOC. Therefore VOC will directly affect FF. Green-Swanson approximation as given in Equation 4 predicts the dependency of FF on VOC [9] . n being the ideality factor for diode. Figure 4 show how FF behaves when BSF doping level changes. In Figure 4 it can be seen that FF does not change significantly when VOC does not change. Figure 1 and Figure 4 together show consistency and in agreement to each other.
Conclusions
In general both p-type and n-type wafer will produce higher efficiency when BSF is applied. However, the increase is larger in p-type wafer than in n-type wafer. Better performance for solar cell is achieved when BSF concentration is slightly higher that bulk doping level because at very high BSF concentration the cell's efficiency will be decreased. Best result is achieved when BSF layer doping concentration has value of 1×10 17 cm -3 .
